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I had a valuable academic and personal experience at the African Studies
Association of Africa (ASAA) conference in South Africa in April, 2022. As a final-
year dissertator in Educational Policy Studies and a student in the academic job
market, I chose to attend ASAA to continue building my scholarly network in the
field of African Studies, gain feedback on my work, and discover potential
postdoctoral job opportunities. I was successful at achieving all of these goals at
the conference. I enjoyed reconnecting with colleagues from Kenya, South
Africa, Ghana, Nigeria, and the US who I had not seen since the 2019
conference. I also met many new colleagues who are professors or graduate
students. 

studies sexual politics in Ghana and a recent PhD grad who also did her
dissertation in Ghana. Without my attendance at the conference, these useful
connections would not have been possible. I also discussed with colleagues
potential postdoctoral opportunities at US institutions. I learned which
institutions will have open positions and which institutions would be a good fit
for my work. Finally, the conference left me with the lingering question of what
is the global North scholar’s role to support African-lead scholarship? Many of
my friends based at African institutions have a

While UW has a bustling African Studies community, there
are not many scholars on campus working on gender and
sexuality within West Africa. I appreciated the opportunity
to build new and existing collaborations with scholars at
the conference. Second, my presentation at the
conference and my panel sparked me to continue thinking
about how to conduct decolonial research on education in
Africa. While conference presentations are helpful, I find
the ‘real’ power of conferences is in the small
conversations in between sessions. Most of my
conference connections came through these informal
conversations. I met a professor at US San Diego who

tenth of the resources (libraries, funding) that
are at my disposal at UW; this lack of resources
impacts their scholarly productivity.
Consequently, I am contemplating how scholars
like me, in the global North, can use our
privilege to reduce inequities in the production of
scholarship. 
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